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About This Content
About the Update
Sisters in Arms is an official update to Craft the World that features new characters, special items, weapons, and decor, as well
as creatures with new abilities.
Primary features:
● New characters: Female dwarves. The hard-working dwarves will be joined by their charming sisters in arms. Female
dwarves have a little less health than their male counterparts, but their movement speed is significantly higher. They will defend
the shelter and explore the dungeons along with the male dwarves.
●Pets: We’ve made two kinds of pets for you that can be called upon to hunt pests, guard the dwarves’ home, and protect their
masters. Having a pet also significantly increases your comfort level.
●Mobile equipment: The dwarves have become more self-sufficient and now use temporary ladders without waiting for the
player’s help if they can’t reach a certain spot. They also have access to parachutes that allow them to jump from high places
without getting hurt.
● Defensive weapons: Dwarves armed with shields receive additional armor and can sometimes block attacks completely, but
their speed is also slightly reduced. Several kinds of shields of various weights and armor levels are available in the DLC.
● When you zoom out on the map, resource-gathering locations will be marked with their corresponding icons. This will make
it much easier to find the resource you need on the map.
● New dwarven defensive equipment: The mechanized catapult is effective against large groups of monsters and deals damage
to an area from long range.
● In this update you will gain access to various panels for finishing walls. Keep in mind that you can choose their appearance
with a click just like stucco.
● Wine casks that have been placed will occasionally generate bottles of wine that have several useful features.
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Title: Craft The World - Sisters in Arms
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Dekovir Entertainment
Release Date: 4 Jul, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP or later
Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core CPU
Memory: 1 GB RAM
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 200 MB available space
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i know i said in a earlier post that my sound would shut off after 1 or 2 races ,but i thought i would take a chance an see if this
compact MXGP would do the same ,IT DONT WORKS PERFECT sound hasn't shut off yet anyways....lol
awesome game ,specialy for few bucks u cant go wrong ......to me this is better then the newer MXGP2 it plays faster the bikes
on the newer1 are to slow for me 4stroke junk ,but still fun .... DON'T STEAL THE STEAKS DINOSAURS. THIS IS WHY
YOU ARE EXTINCT!!!. Basic and hack and smash, gets kinda old but for how cheap it is what did I expect?
same♥♥♥♥♥♥different level over and over.. This game is amogst the best indie games I have played. It scared the hell out of
me more than once.
This horror puzzle exploration game is really well made. It has an interesting story, and some very good
scares. The atmosphere in this game is just fantastic.
The grapics and sound is good quality and the game has a good replay value.
I got this at 10% off, and I almost feel bad abut it. Only issue I have found so far is my Xbox one controller.
The right stick is really slow, and I haven't found any settings in the game to fix it. But it's ok. I use my keyboard
and mouse.
I can't put down this game.
Good job developers.
. This game is atmospheric, but sometimes you can get stuck on other planets with no way out.. full control of the throttle and
body dont crash you will burn
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10/10 would "Adventure Time!" again. i was tempted to go and put my Finn hat on

9/10. At least it isnt that awful Explore The Dungeon game... NIce game, but doesent work correctly on 1440p res. I'm just
thumbing this up because it's Adventure Time.
http://youtu.be/e7nt65I_piw. Realy nice littel game feels like a demo for somthing bigger. This was so cute. I played this for my
sons (who now play it on their own time). I had a lot of fun playing through all the levels in this game and finished it after a few
weeks of playing it. You can have a meat or a veggie bbq with your gopher friends. Dinosaurs seem to want to eat your food so
they come in to invade. You need to figure out the best way to beat them by setting up the board with attacks in hopes that they
won't take your food. I loved it. My boys love it. Definitely a great family game!. Horrible, Horrible game.
I like Adventure Time but this game has no substance and none of the shows charm.
It feels, looks and plays like a 90's Nickleodeon game.
Run around, whack♥♥♥♥♥♥ get coins, yawn. Don't come into this expecting an episode of AT, actually just don't come into it
at all. Turn away now and keep your money.
. Slow, boring and crappy sonic rip off, don't waste your time.. Perhaps I'm too picky, but the gameplay is comparable to my old
Tandy 1000 games. I just cannot get into this game at all. I suppose there's an audience that digs it as evidenced by the good
reviews, but I wish I'd saved my money when buying this. Clunky would be the best description I could offer.
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